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STATUS OF PROJECTS 

As of 6/1/17 

a. Enlisting the help of additional Judicial Advisors.  

Since the Project got underway, we have added over 

200 Judicial Advisors.  We have done this through 

meeting with Judges, state and federal, in New York, 

DC, Chicago, New Brunswick, Los Angeles, San 

Francisco, New Haven, Boston, Philadelphia, Miami, 

Houston, Dallas, Phoenix, Austin, Denver, Seattle, 

Madison, Baltimore and Cleveland. We are trying to 

schedule meetings with judges in other areas. 

b. Determining which courts are spending the most time 

trying jury cases so we can identify anything they do 

that could have the same effect elsewhere. 

(1) Obtaining statistics, by judge, on days jurors are 

paid to serve in civil cases and the number of 

trials they are paid to serve in. We understand 

that Senator Whitehouse is requesting this 

information for federal courts. We will be 

requesting it from each state court system. 
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(2) What should we make of the fact that bench trials 

are vanishing faster rate than jury trials? 

(3) What is the pattern in state courts? 

(4) What can we learn from the variability among 

forums and case types? 

c. Empirical Research 

(1) Encourage videotaping of jury trials where 

suggested innovations are used. Some state courts 

allow cameras and we are teaming with 

Courtroom View Network to videotape trials 

where judges use many of the suggested 

innovations.  This way other judges and lawyers 

can learn about whether these practices make 

sense and how to use them. 

(2) Replicate Lemley 2000-2011 study of 624 patent 

trials, 75% of which were jury trials, to determine 

whether time limits change either judge/jury 

agreement or favor plaintiffs or defendants in 

these truly complex civil cases Prof. Lemley has 

completed the update and described the results at 

our Jury Trials of Patent Cases program on 9/30. 

(3) Replicate Eisenberg/Miller study of B2B 

contracts filed attached to 8-Ks filed with SEC 

during first 6 months of 2002, to determine 

whether usage of jury waiver (20%) or arbitration 

(9%) clauses has increased since 2002 and to 

identify companies who may still believe that a 

jury trial is the better way to resolve disputes.  
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Then ask the GC’s whether that belief in fact 

explains the absence of a trial waiver clause.  

Professors Wren and Fraley at Baylor Law 

School have updated this study by analyzing 

contracts filed during the first 6 months of 2016. 

They have determined that usage of jury waiver 

clauses has increased to 30% and arbitration 

clauses, to 13%.  They are providing us the 

names of companies that have elected, in 57% of 

the contracts, not to avoid jury trials, so that we 

can talk to their GC’s and find out why. 

(4) Determine the extent to which trial judges are 

currently using or willing to use various 

innovations to improve jury trials, including time 

limited trials, substantive preliminary 

instructions, juror note taking, juror questions, 

interim discussion of evidence by jury, interim 

argument by counsel, back-to-back expert 

testimony.  We have asked our Judicial Advisors 

to complete a brief questionnaire to determine 

which of these innovations they have tried or use 

regularly.  See Exhibit 1. We have written an 

article on the innovations and where they are 

used, which is available here. 

(5) Replicate Kalven & Ziesel study of 4000 civil 

jury trials during the 50s, published in 1966, on 

judge/jury agreement and whether it is impacted 

by any of the suggested innovations. We have 

developed a protocol for determining judge/jury 

agreement that we will ask our Judicial Advisors 

http://civiljuryproject.law.nyu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Exhibit-1-Combined.pdf
http://civiljuryproject.law.nyu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/sds-rlj_Empircal-Study-on-Trial-Innovations.pdf
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to follow.  It includes asking the judge to fill out a 

verdict form as a 13th juror when submitting the 

case to the jury and a follow-up questionnaire to 

be completed by the judge and jury post-verdict. 

(6) Ask judges to share with us any questionnaires 

they have administered to or comments they have 

received from jurors whom they have discharged. 

In talking to former jurors about how they would 

improve trials, they have suggested that they 

could have easily provided this had they been 

asked during or right after the trial.  So we have 

prepared a questionnaire, see Exhibit 2, that 

judges can give jurors when the trial begins and 

collect from them anonymously when the trial is 

over and provide to us.   

(7) Why after nearly a century of continuous decline 

is the percent of filed disputes disposed of by 

bench and juries remained constant over the last 

decade. We are beginning to look at district level 

data to identify factors that might be hidden by 

the national statistics.  

(8) Statistics show that criminal jury service 

influences rates of civil engagement. Does civil 

jury service have a similar effect? Traci Feller, 

John Gastil, and Valerie Hans have a great 

write-up on this issue and was featured in our 

May Newsletter. 

(9) Survey parties and attorneys as they complete 

trials and arbitrations as to whether they think 

http://civiljuryproject.law.nyu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Exh.-2-Juror-Evaluation.pdf
http://civiljuryproject.law.nyu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/CJP_Newsletter-May-2017.pdf
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they were treated fairly, whether in retrospect 

they would have preferred another form of 

dispute resolution, and if so, why? 

(10) Is there a relationship between time to disposition 

and the number of jury trials?  Thus far, our 

empirical research shows that the courts that try 

the most case usually have the shortest times to 

disposition. 

(11) Survey trial attorneys as to reasons for decline in 

jury trial? With the help of our Jury Consultant 

Advisors, we have surveyed over 1000 trial 

lawyers from many of the major trial attorney 

groups. The results are posted on our website.   

(12) Survey mock jurors as to whether they believe 

trials are vanishing.  The ASTC has prepared a 

survey to be administered to the mock jurors used 

by their members. The survey is in the process of 

being administered and should be completed at 

end of July 2017. 

d. Encourage public discussion and debates about the 

pros and cons of private vs public dispute resolution 

and judge vs jury fact-finding. On February 8th, 2016 

Justice Sotomayor, the only member of the Court to 

have tried a jury case as a lawyer and presided over 

one as a trial judge, appeared before a full auditorium 

of 800 guests, to discuss numerous issues about civil 

jury trials. The program was sponsored by the CJP 

and can be seen here. On September 30th, we co-

sponsored a program at NYU on the Jury Trial of 

http://civiljuryproject.law.nyu.edu/astccjp-surveys/
http://bit.ly/20OPtth
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Patent Cases.  Over 110 attendees participated in the 

program.  It can be seen on our website, here. On 

November 2, we presented a discussion of Professor 

Suja Thomas’ new book “The Missing American 

Jury.” That too is on our website. 

e. Establish WeThePeopleWeTheJury website where 

former jurors can anonymously discuss their 

experiences. The website is complete. We have been 

reaching out promoting it through (1) reaching out to 

former jurors re social media, including our 

#jurymatters tweets, and (2) asking judges to inform 

the jurors whom they discharge about the site. 

f. Organize quarterly Jury Improvement lunches to serve 

as CLE programs for young trial lawyers. Jurors 

discharged within last month are invited. We have now 

held seven such lunches in Houston, Dallas, and 

Corpus Christi. Additional lunches are being planned 

for Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, San Francisco, 

and Denver. 

g. We are launching an outreach through social media to 

former jurors to determine how jury trials, including 

jury selection, can be improved. We have been 

working with social media experts to overhaul our 

social media presence. Our new Twitter, Facebook, 

and Instagram have more than tripled in traffic since 

the New Year.  

h. Organize CLE program for new Judges with Federal 

Judicial Center. The Executive Director has met with 

Judge Fogel to review our projects and how we can 

http://civiljuryproject.law.nyu.edu/events/fall-conference-2016/
http://civiljuryproject.law.nyu.edu/forum-with-suja-thomas-the-missing-american-jury/
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work with the Center on the substantive content of a 

program. 

i. Encourage Judicial Conferences and Bench/Bar 

Conferences to include on their programs subjects 

related to jury trials. 

j. Encourage courts to post on their websites pro bono 

opportunities to try pro se cases that are “trial ready.” 

k. Initiate a blog on our CJP website where Advisors and 

trial lawyers can discuss jury trials. We recently 

launched a commentary section on the CJP website. 

As advisors begin to contribute content, we will 

collate their posts into subject matter. We have also 

been including these in our monthly newsletter. 

l. Maintain a national calendar of significant civil trials 

nearing verdict and interview jurors for testimonials. 

We are asking our Judicial Advisors to set up a point 

person in each courthouse to notify us when a 

significant civil case is about to go to the jury. 

m. Produce a series of Jury Assembly Room-like videos 

that is national in scope for our website. We have 

reviewed many videos used around the country and 

tried to identify what makes for something jurors 

might actually enjoy and engage with.  You can find 

all of our juror testimonial videos on our YouTube 

page, here.  

n. Can prospective jurors be given the choice of 

reporting to jury duty as usual for in person voir dire 

or completing a questionnaire over the internet and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L4288AsZeuM
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allowing the lawyers to conduct web research on them 

and exercise their pre-emptory and cause challenges 

without seeing or hearing the jurors? We have a 

student paper on how this might work. We are revising 

it and will provide it to our Judicial Advisors for their 

reaction. 

o. Prepare pattern jury instruction on how to conduct 

deliberations and rewrite all pattern instructions in 

plain English.  We are developing a program to get 

Judge Posner, one of our Judicial Advisors, involved 

in this project. 

p. Why have courts been so slow to adopt innovations 

suggested by the ABA and many state court task 

forces more than ten years ago?  Some judges on the 

New York state trial bench have expressed an interest 

in exploring this issue with our help 

q. What tools can judges use to increase the number of 

trials beyond improving the trial experience itself? 

(1) Publicize pro se cases that are trial ready and 

seek lawyers to try them on pro bono basis 

(2) Encourage trial by magistrate judges 

(3) Provide incentives to use summary or expedited 

jury trials 

(4) Provide incentives to have young lawyers try 

cases 

(5) Initiate Second Chair Mentor Program as per the 

attached. See Exhibit 3. 

http://civiljuryproject.law.nyu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Exh.-3-Second-Chair-Mentoring-Program-28Exh.-529-1.pdf
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(6) Encourage judges to require the submission of a 

2-page letter before filing a dispositive motion. 

The Advisory Committee recommends that judges 

require such letter as a condition to filing a 

discovery motion. A few judges around the 

country have extended the practice to dispositive 

motions. Some who have tried it, have abandoned 

it.  Does it really reduce the costs of getting to 

trial? 

r. Encourage employers to compensate employees for 

time spent serving on juries and establish a Juror 

Hardship Fund to assist jurors who need financial help 

and provide mechanism for parties to supplement juror 

compensation. 

s. Distribute monthly newsletter to our Advisors and 

those who have attended any of our programs. We 

have been sending our monthly newsletters to our 

mailing list of advisors. You can find these on our 

website as well. 

 

http://civiljuryproject.law.nyu.edu/newsletters/

